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Introduction. Investigation of the fairy tales in the recent 

years has been of high interest for researchers in the fields 

of linguistics, sociology, psychology, philosophy, anthro-

pology, literary and culture studies and even geography, 

architecture, and art in general. It is widely known that 

fairy tale plays a huge role in the folklore of every coun-

try. It is one of the oldest genres in literature which accu-

mulated cultural knowledge and experience of genera-

tions. Despite the simplicity of plot and structure, fairy 

tale holds rich archaic beliefs and symbols that, in case 

the reader decodes them, can explain a lot about the cul-

ture, as well as about primitive beliefs and traditions re-

garding the fairy-tale worlds. In this article we are going 

to focus on the means, which enable the fairy tale hero to 

make the transition from one fairy tale world to another. 

Since the data of polygenetic researches prove that there 

have been found a lot of similarities between the tales of 

the world [6], we are going to illustrate it with English 

and Ukrainian tales, which will enable to make the paper 

more descriptive. 

Related publications. The key figures whose studies 

mostly contributed to the ideas of this article include 

V.Propp [21] and Claude-Levi Strauss [19]. V.Propp, a 

famous folklorist, who identified the simplest structural 

units - the functions. One of these functions (a magic 

helper) is a key item of this paper and will be introduced 

further in the text. Owing to the V.Propp’s “Morphology 

of the Fairy Tale” a number of scientists such as A Dun-

des [3], K.Bremon [16], K.Levi-Strauss, E.Meletinskiy 

[20] made a tremendous impact on the development of 

folklore studies in the framework of structural approach. 

C.Levi Strauss, a French anthropologist, who followed 

the principles of structuralism as well, crystalized the idea 

of mediators, which are also of high importance for the 

current paper. Since then, many scholars have studied 

folklore of various cultures, however the figures to be 

mentioned in this article are E. Meletinskiy [20], 

K.Bremond [16], F.Vaz da Silva [14], A.Dundes [3], Dan 

Fang [4], Allan B. Chinen [3], Jack Zipes [15]. The sym-

bols inherent to different cultures, have been studied by 

O.Kononenko [18], N.Slukhai [22]. Although the scholars 

have different approaches to study of fairy tales and may 

disagree on the nature of symbols, they agree on the pos-

sibility of unlocking the fairy tales’ symbols, and rich 

meanings that those symbols convey. Along with folklore 

and structural perspective, this paper includes the semiotic 

aspect, thus the Ch.S.Pierce’s study on signs is highly 

applicable [12]. 

 The importance of study the folktale from semiotic 

perspective has been highlighted by Francisco Vaz da 

Silva [14]: “Because the marvelous elements in fairy tales 

call for an explanation, a cohort of bright minds have 

pored over the problem of fairy-tale symbolism”. 

The aim of the paper. The aim of this article is to 

classify and illustrate the means of transition between the 

fairy-tale worlds within the lingo-semiotic approach. This 

approach involves the specification of a set of interrelated 

concepts, i.e. a fairy tale, a fairy tale world, the transition 

between the worlds, as well as the transition devices that 

help the actor pass from one world into another. 

Material and methods. Data for this study have been 

taken from collections of English and Ukrainian fairy 

tales which are classified as “fairy-tales”,” wonder tales” 

or “tales of magic”, constituting a category of folk narra-

tive, where objects or beings with supernatural powers are 

found. We analyzed the fairy texts from the viewpoint of 

transition devices between fairy-tale worlds, which have 

been classified by structural-functional criterion. 

Results and their discussion. It’s important to identify 

what a fairy tale is since this term has a number of various 

definitions. The Greenwood Encyclopedia of Folktales 

and Fairy Tales stresses the fact that the term itself is 

quite new (it is coined since 1697, by Marie Catherine 

d’Aulnoy) and has French origin. [7, p.232]. The confu-

sion occurred with this term because it was used to identi-

fy stories with fairies, however, not every fairy-tale has 

fairies mentioned. Merriam-Webster Dictionary says that 

a fairy tale is “a story (as for children) involving fantas-

tic forces and beings (such as fairies, wizards, and gob-

lins)” or “a story in which improbable events lead to a 

happy ending” or even as a “made-up story usually de-

signed to mislead” [10]. Jack Zipes, for instance, differ-

entiates the terms “fairy tale” and “folk tale” as he says 

“In both the oral and literary traditions the tale types in-

fluenced by cultural patterns are so numerous and diverse 

that it is almost impossible to define a wonder folk tale or 

a fairy tale or explain the relationship between the two 

modes of communication” [15]. Cambridge Dictionary 

defines a fairy tale (also a “fairy story”) as 

“a traditional story written for children that usual-

ly involves imaginary creatures and magic and also as a 

story that often involves imaginary creatures and magic” 
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[2]. Stith Thompson points out that there is no proper 

term in the English language for the tales with signs of 

magic, even though the term “fairy tale” is widely used. 

And some folklorists prefer a German term Märchen or 

“wonder tale” to refer to the fairy tale, since, they believe, 

it is more substantial [13]. Thus, in this particular paper a 

fairy tale is denoted as a folk tale about imaginary events, 

heroes, worlds, and the plot of such tale involves magic 

items among other key elements.  

However, the undeniable fact is that the background of 

the fairy tale is the fairy/ magic world which resembles 

the image of the perfect one. It is important to highlight 

the fact, that the distinctive characteristic of the fairy tale 

is the opposition and strict distinction of “this world” and 

“that world” [17]. The search of a different, imaginary 

world is the driver, that pushes the hero to fight with the 

difficulties. The “other world”, defined also as the “alter-

native world” by J.Zipes [15], is not only a literary travel 

to another land, island, crossing a forest or a river, but 

often a metaphorical representation of various conditions 

such as birth, adulthood, marriage, death, dream, chang-

ing the status and even the dress or look of the hero/ 

agent. These challenges on the path are impossible to 

overcome without the specific helpers. The helpers can 

greatly vary and may be of animal or human origin, they 

can be plants, household items, supernatural beings, and 

they help to make the transition from one fairy-tale world 

to another. These helpers are important to classify since 

they signify archaic archetypical beliefs and, therefore, 

are culturally significant. 

In this article we provide the classification for the 

means of transition between the fairy tale worlds as fol-

lows: 

1- Mediators (non-anthropomorphic): 

-objects 

-actions 

-notions 

-events 

-conditions 

2- Magic helpers (may have anthropomorphic traits): 

-objects 

-things 

-supernatural beings, imaginary creatures 

3- Triggers (verbal signs, sacral actions verbally rep-

resented): 

a) illocutive-signs 

b) illocutive-prohibitions 

One of the first scientists to use the notion of mediation 

was C.Levi-Strauss. To illustrate this phenomenon, the 

researcher used rituals of passage described in myths, 

understood as a logical structure which enables to realize 

the passage from life to death, and this passage can be 

understood and realized through the smallest units. Levi-

Strauss (as well as V.Propp) focuses on simplest functions 

that are performed by various actors [19, с. 212]. He se-

lected constituent elements and called them structural 

units.  

The Scheme 1 shown below makes it possible to visu-

alize this idea. 
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Scheme 1. 

 

It is important to say that in Levi-Strauss’s opinion 

myth is a combination of binary oppositions such as 
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trate the logic between the oppositions [19, с. 236] and, 

eventually, the passage from life to death, from one world 

to another. 

Following on from observations, mediators are the 

most symbolic among means of transitions and are the 

most frequent evidence of symbolism in the tale narrative. 
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among mediators-symbols is Water. Drinking water (a) 

gives supernatural power, which is a transition from weak 

to strong, (b) brings back to life marking then a transition 

from death to life and vice versa, (c) gives new skills like 

understanding the language of animals which takes to the 

world of wisdom (Ukrainian tales “Oh”, “Cane-Girl”, 

“Youthful Water”). Water as a symbol is more typical for 

Ukrainian folklore. Another important example of media-

tors-symbols is Forest, which is significant for both 

Ukrainian and English fairy narrative. Alexander Porteous 

in the book “The Forest in Folklore and Mythology” ad-

mits that there is obvious evidence of resemblance be-

tween human life and a tree. However, in Ukrainian tales 

we see an unknown, no-name forest, while in English 

tales the forests are often given names: Forest Inglewood, 

Forest of Colombiers, Forest of Compaigne [11]. 

The iconic signs in the tales are the signs that by the 

way they look resemble the object they denote (the mirror 

resembles the river because its surface is as smooth as the 

surface of water, the hairbrush resembles the dense forest, 

the flute made of a tree branch resembles the tree).  

Index denotes the object that it has cause and effect re-

lationship with. In the narrative we research it is often 

shown through “a part of a whole”, for example, the 

stump is a part of a tree, the seed is a part of a plant, fur or 

the skin is a part of an animal. In the “Ivasyk-Telesyk” 

tale, voice is a part of a human image, having heard the 

snake speaking with a mother’s voice, the boy thought it 

was his mother, not the snake. One more group of things 

that may represent this category is personal items: leaving 

a personal item in this world a person has a chance to 

come back safely from another world as we see in Ukrain-

ian tale “Oh”: the boy changes himself into a bird or an 

animal but asks his father not to get rid of his hat or bri-

dles to be able to come back and obtain a human look 

again. Another example is found in an English tale “Cane 

Girl”: a book as a personal belonging of a giant if burnt 

makes the giant die. 

Having analyzed 100 magic tales from the collection of 

A.Afanasiev, V.Propp made a conclusion that a narrative 

element can “travel” from one tale to another and the 

plots of the tales are tightly connected. According to 

V.Propp there are 31 structural elements of the fairy tale 

called functions, and that there are constant and variable 

items which can substitute each other: the names of the 

heroes and items change but the action they perform is the 

same, the heroes are of great number but the functions 

they performed remained limited. This discovery made 

V.Propp identify the well-known 31 constant functions in 

the tale. One of them is receiving a magical helper which 

can be an animal (a horse, a wolf, a bird), objects from 

which the agents appear (a box, a ship, a tree), objects that 

poses magic power (water, a sword, a hat), and magic 

qualities (power to change oneself into an animal). The 

magical agents may be given as a gift, as a reward, they 

may be suddenly found on the way, or they may offer 

help by themselves. Since we include into this group the 

helpers that have anthropomorphic qualities, we can find 

following examples: a speaking horse (“Tree to the Sky”) 

acts like a helper taking the hero from sky to the earth. A 

horse’s head (“Horse’s Head”) helps to convert into the 

rich if a person behaves well and follows its directions. 

Birds, such as three cranes, three eagles, three falcons 

predict the future and help to avoid death (“About a True 

Friend”). Additionally, something or somebody who/ that 

grants a magic helper can be a helper as well, for exam-

ple, a witch that shows the way out of the forest (often 

unintentionally).  

The very important, however not paid enough atten-

tion, transition element is a trigger. According to the 

Cambridge Dictionary, a trigger is “an event or situation, 

etc. that causes something to start“, while for our research 

we identify triggers as verbal signs, sacral actions verbal-

ly represented [1]. These are the words or phrases that are 

recognized by an actor as a call for action or non-action, 

therefore, they can be of two types. First, illocutives-

orders “You will catch me first” says Jack to the Giant to 

provoke a Giant for the fight (“Jack the Giant-Killer”), 

“Take my daughter as my royal decree” – an order to 

marry, transition to married life (“The Princess of Canter-

bury”), “Sit down on the brink of it (hedge) and there will 

come three golden heads...whatever they require, that do” 

– the opportunity to get heads as helpers to overcome the 

obstacles (“The Princess of Colchester”), “Wash me, and 

comb me, and lay me down softly” – the request by the 

head, if done – the head will cooperate and help (“The 

Princess of Colchester”), “I require to do what I com-

mand” – for the fairy magic not to disappear, to fight the 

giant (“Jack and the Bean-Stalk”), “Go along the direct 

road” – the direction to fight the giant (“Jack and the 

Bean-Stalk”), “While you do as I order you- I will protect 

and guard you” – the request of a fairy for her power not 

to disappear (“Jack and the Bean-Stalk”), “Lay!” – the 

request for the hen to lay golden eggs (“Jack and the 

Bean-Stalk”), “Play!” – the golden harp started playing 

(“Jack and the Bean-Stalk”), “Strike (rub) the eyes of a 

child with an ointment”- enables to see fairies (“The 

Fairy’s Midwife”), “I thirst” – immediately appears a 

drink (“The Fairy Horn”), “Drink, give me drink! Go to 

hell for it if you can’t get it on Earth” – direction to go to 

the different world (“Dando and His Dogs”), “The door, 

open!/ The door close!” – this order makes the heavy 

door leading to treasure move (“About a True Friend”).  

And another group is the illocutive-prohibitions: “Be 

bold, be bold, but not too bald” – a warning writing on 

the door not to enter the underground (“Mr.Fox”), “[…] 

The Claud Lad of Hilton will do no more good” – the 

house spirit was never seen again (“The Claud Lad of 

Hilton”), “Do not let your mother know” – for the fairy 

not to stop helping (“Jack and the Bean-Stalk”). 

Mediators, helpers, and triggers are important compo-

nents in the structure of fairy tales as they help to provide 

the transition between the fairy tale world, and perform a 

linking function between the other functions (elements) of 

the narrative. The presence of various worlds can be 

clearly seen in the folklore, since the search of a different 

world, condition, knowledge is the motivator for the hero 

for action, travel, a journey. The obstacles are impossible 

to overcome without the special devices – the means of 

Conclusion. Standard Dictionary of Folklore, Mythol-

ogy and Legend says that the fairy tale is transmitted by 

word, by act and by symbols [9, p.20], therefore, the role 

of symbols should not be underestimated, and since the 

transition means, especially mediators, are exceptionally 

symbolic in the folk narrative they are among key ele-

ments for decoding multiple meanings hidden in the tale. 
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transition. These devices are usually symbolic and thus 

are of high value for understanding the system of beliefs 

and values. They appear the most important stages of life 

and symbolize change (whether growth or decline). 

According to B.Holbek [8, p.380], there is a specific 

pattern for remembering stories and producing new ones. 

This is how the similarity between the tales, motives, and 

function in the folklore of different countries can be ex-

plained. Fairytale as a subgroup of folklore was never 

created exclusively for children since it is a rich source of 

information, experience and frame for decision-making in 

unexpected situations. And the problem of the fairy tale 

worlds (real or metaphorical) remains among existential-

ly-significant subjects. 
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